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Modulation of filament bending and twisting dynamics has been linked to regulatory actin-binding protein function, filament
assembly and fragmentation, and overall cell motility. The relationship between actin filament bending and twisting dynamics
has not been evaluated. The numerical and analytical experiments presented here reveal that actin filaments have a strong
intrinsic twist-bend coupling that obligates the reciprocal interconversion of bending energy and twisting stress. We developed
a mesoscopic model of actin filaments that captures key documented features, including the subunit dimensions, interaction
energies, helicity, and geometrical constraints coming from the double-stranded structure. The filament bending and torsional
rigidities predicted by the model are comparable to experimental values, demonstrating the capacity of the model to assess
the mechanical properties of actin filaments, including the coupling between twisting and bending motions. The predicted actin
filament twist-bend coupling is strong, with a persistence length of 0.15–0.4 mm depending on the actin-bound nucleotide. Twist-
bend coupling is an emergent property that introduces local asymmetry to actin filaments and contributes to their overall elas-
ticity. Up to 60% of the filament subunit elastic free energy originates from twist-bend coupling, with the largest contributions
resulting under relatively small deformations. A comparison of filaments with different architectures indicates that twist-bend
coupling in actin filaments originates from their double protofilament and helical structure.INTRODUCTIONActin is an abundant and highly conserved cytoskeleton
protein that powers a broad range of eukaryotic cell move-
ments by self-associating into helical double-stranded
filaments (1). Actin filaments also serve as tracks for
contractile myosin molecular motors. Assembled filaments
can reach tens of micrometers in length and are often
arranged in networks and bundles that help determine cell
shape and mechanical stability (2). Filament stability and
assembly, network and bundle integrity and response, and
overall force generation and cell motility are strongly influ-
enced by the filament mechanical properties. Quantitative
knowledge of actin filament elasticity is therefore of central
importance for developing predictive molecular models of
actin-based cell motility.
Actin filaments have complex mechanical properties and
internal motions (bending, twisting, and subunit dynamics)
occurring on different timescales and length scales. The
thermal twisting and bending deformations of actin fila-
ments occur on timescales of microseconds and millisec-
onds–seconds, respectively, and have been measured
experimentally by various methods, including analysis of
thermal fluctuations in shape (3–6), intrinsic curvature
(7,8), rotational diffusion (9,10), single-molecule imaging
(11) and nanometry (12,13), and all-atom simulations
(14–16). Subunit dynamics are rapid (on a timescale ofSubmitted May 24, 2010, and accepted for publication July 7, 2010.
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0006-3495/10/09/1852/9 $2.00nanoseconds) and defined by small-amplitude fluctuations
relative to filament dimensions (10).
Actin filament bending and twisting mechanics are typi-
cally described by continuum properties that assume an
isotropic and homogeneous material (3,4,6,17,18). Filament
bending and twisting rigidities are commonly associated
with the bending persistence length (LB) and torsional
rigidity (C ¼ LTkBT, where LT is the torsional persistence
length), respectively. The total elastic free energy (Felastic)
stored in the deformation (thermal or active) of an actin fila-
ment (described as a semiflexible continuum polymer) is
determined by contributions from bending and twisting, as
well any coupling that may exist between these motions
(19), as defined by the elasticity Hamiltonian (see Table S1
in the Supporting Material for parameter and variable defi-






 þ LTðk3  k30Þ2
þ 2LTBðk3  k30Þðk1 þ k2Þ
(1)
where the first product term on the rhs corresponds to
bending, the second to twisting, and the third to twist-
bend coupling; k1, k2, and k3 are rotation strain vectors along
the three filament axes, with k3 representing that of the long
axis (Fig. S1); and LTB is the twist-bend coupling persis-
tence length. The elastic free-energy contributions arising
from twist-bend coupling can be rather significant because
it is proportional to 2LTB (20). Here, we assume that the
coupling factors between twist (k3) and the two bendingdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.07.009
Twist-Bend Coupling of Actin Filaments 1853rotation strains (k1 and k2) are identical, as predicted for
homogeneous cylinders. Given the helical structure of actin
filaments, anisotropies arising from local, noncylindrical
fluctuations in shape will be averaged on length scales
greater than the filament helical repeat. We also include
an extra component, k30, to account for the intrinsic twist
in helical single- or double-stranded filaments (Fig. 1, C–E).
Despite its potential contribution to the mechanical prop-
erties of filaments, the existence of twist-bend coupling and
how it influences the conformational dynamics and ener-
getics of actin filaments have not been evaluated. In this
report, we demonstrate the existence and identify the origin
of twist-bend coupling in actin filaments using a theoretical
and geometric modeling approach that fills a gap between
molecular-dynamics simulations and bulk rod-mechanics
models of biopolymers. The derived mesoscopic models
reveal the microscopic basis of actin filament mechanical
properties and the origin of twist-bend coupling in complex
linear polymers in general.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Simulation of Eqs. 2–4 supplemented with Eqs. S2 and S3 (Fig. 2) was
carried out using the MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) function
ode15s (algorithm for stiff ordinary differential equations). The initial,
resting filament configuration is linear. A constant inward load was applied
to filament ends (Fig. S2), which caused the right- and leftmost filament
subunit centers of mass to move toward the filament center. The new subunit
positions correspond to points at a distance of three subunits’ long-axiswidth
(i.e., 3  6.7 ¼ 21 nm) in the leftward direction for the rightmost filament
subunit or in the rightward direction for the leftmost subunit. During simula-
tions, the right- and leftmost subunit center positions were constrained at
their new positions. However, in the absence of any torque applied to both
filament ends, the two subunits were free to rotate around their center of
mass. These particular initial conditions make the system of differential
equations numerically stiff, hence the use of the MATLAB function ode15s.
The addition of random forces in the pico-Newton range (comparable to
forces of thermal origin) accelerates the convergence to equilibrium during
the first initial calculation steps. Eqs. 5 and 6 obtained from Eqs. S4–S53,
using appropriate relations (Eq. S24 or Eq. S52) were used to generate data
presented in Figs. 3 and 4. In agreement with the use of the free-energy
function normalized by the thermal energy factor kBT, the bond stiffness,
usually given as J.m2 (or equivalently as kcal/mole/A˚2 (21)), is expressed
in kBT.nm
2. The reported bond stiffness of 1 kcal/mole/A˚2 for ATP-actin
corresponds to ~165 kBT.nm
2.
The average interaction area between subunits in an actin filament was
determined by calculating the buried solvent-accessible surface area
(SASA), defined as the difference in SASAs between the dimer and two
free subunits. The SASA of an actin subunit, and the lateral and longitudinal
dimers of theOda filamentmodel (22)were calculated using the calc-surface
program (23) (accessed using the National Institutes of Health scientific
supercomputing resource at http://helixweb.nih.gov/structbio/basic.html)
for all atoms except waters in the PDB using a probe size of 1.4 A˚.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model filament geometries, subunit organization,
and interfaces
We consider filaments as a series of nondeformable subunits
with the dimensions of actin monomers (6.7 4.0 3.7 nm)(1,22) connected via elastic bonds dispersed uniformly
over an interface of a defined area (Fig. 1 A). Each subunit
is characterized by its center of mass position, G, and its
orientation in three-dimensional space. The latter is defined
by a set of three space vectors positioned along the three
principal subunit axes (d1, d2, and d3, where d1 and d2
are unit vectors spanning the plane orthogonal to d3, the
long filament axis (Fig. 1 A)). The bonds dispersed over the
subunit interfaces are treated as extensible, freely rotating,
and nondiffusible springs with constant stiffness (Fig. 1 A).
We assume that the bonds adjoining a pair of connected
subunits are parallel to the line connecting the subunit’s
center of mass. Therefore, the convex envelope of the bond
projections onto the plane orthogonal to the line connecting
the subunit defines the interface between these subunits.
Below, we evaluate the effects of bond stiffness and interface
area.
To determine the geometric factors that contribute to the
filament’s mechanical properties, we consider four different
linear polymer architectures: 1), single-stranded nonhelical
(Fig. 1 B); 2), single-stranded helical, equivalent to that of
an individual actin filament strand (Fig. 1 C); 3), double-
stranded helical with strands aligned (Fig. 1 D); and 4),
double-stranded helical with strands staggered (Fig. 1 E).
The latter mimics the structural organization of actin
filaments. We do not consider double-stranded nonhelical
filaments, because they are anisotropic in bending rigidity;
the unit vectors spanning the plane orthogonal to the long
filament axes (d1 and d2) are not equivalent, and therefore
large-scale bending about d1 and d2 depends on the direc-
tion of the applied load.
The numbers of neighboring subunits in single- and
double-stranded aligned and double-stranded staggered
filaments differ (Fig. 1). Consequently, the relative position
and total number of interfaces per subunit varies with the
filament organization. Single-stranded linear and helical
filament interfaces are restricted to longitudinal contacts
(one on each end of a subunit, for a total of two per subunit;
Fig. 1, B and C). Double-stranded aligned filaments are
defined by three interface types (longitudinal, lateral and
diagonal), with each subunit possessing five interfaces
(two longitudinal, one lateral, and two diagonal; Fig. 1 D).
Double-stranded staggered filaments (e.g., actin filaments)
are defined by two interfaces (longitudinal and diagonal),
with each subunit possessing two of each interface, for
a total of four (Fig. 1 E). Note that what we define as diag-
onal contacts are commonly referred to as lateral actin fila-
ment contacts.Equations for filament subunit displacement
In dynamical regimes characterized by a low Reynolds
number (defined as the ratio of inertial forces to viscous
forces) experienced by nanometer- to micrometer-sized bio-
logical macromolecules, inertial forces are insignificant andBiophysical Journal 99(6) 1852–1860
1854 De La Cruz et al.viscous forces dominate. Consequently, the balance of force
and moment originating from elastic and viscous drags
governs the dynamics of large-scale filament shape fluctua-
tions and motion. In the case of slender bodies (e.g., fila-
ments or elongated ellipsoids), the drag force exerted on
the particle (filament subunit or segment) is proportional
to the center of mass velocity. Hence, the viscous (CTdG
(k)/dt) and elastic forces (F) experienced by the kth subunit









Fðk; lÞjðk;lÞ (2)FIGURE 1 Microscopic organization of model filaments. (A) Schematic
of filament subunits modeled as ellipsoids connected by elastic bonds. The
subunit centers of mass are given by G(k) or G(l) and their respective bond
attachment coordinates by M(k)j and M(l)j). (B–E) Schematic of filament
resting configurations: single-stranded nonhelical (B), single-stranded
helical (C), aligned double-stranded helical (D), and staggered double-
stranded helical (E). Longitudinal contacts are colored magenta, diagonal
contacts are colored cyan, and lateral contacts are colored dark blue. (F)
Schematic of subunit interface bond attachment dispersion areas. The inter-
face is the convex envelope of the bond projections onto the plane normal to
the line connecting the center of mass connecting two neighboring subunits.
Biophysical Journal 99(6) 1852–1860where CT is the translational drag coefficient of the entire
filament, dG(k)/dt is the translational velocity, and F(k,l)j(k,l)
is the elastic force arising from the extension of the jth bond
between subunits k and l (Fig. 1 A). In the case of single-
stranded filaments (Fig. 1, A and B), summation (Eq. 2) is
limited to the two subunits flanking subunit k (i.e., l ¼
k  1 and k þ 1). In the case of double-stranded filaments,
the summation terms (Eq. 2) include two (Fig. 1 C) or one
(Fig. 1 D) additional subunits on the opposite strand with
a common interface contacting subunit k.
The moment of the elastic force (F) experienced by
subunit k is determined by the net sum of all forces acting
on subunit k times the change in center of mass position,
and must balance the drag angular momentum, which is
proportional to the product of the angular velocity (U(k))




Fðk; lÞj GðkÞMðkÞj (3)




dðkÞi ¼ UðkÞ  dðkÞi (4)
for i ¼ 1, 2, 3 subunit axes. The global configuration of fila-
ments in time and space are described by the geometry of fila-
ment subunit organization (Fig. 1) and the equations for
filament subunit orientation and displacement (Eqs. 2–4).Dependence of filament geometry on twist-bend
coupling
To determine how the existence and magnitude of twist-
bend coupling depends on the filament geometry, we
computed the configuration of filaments under an external
mechanical load applied at filament ends and evaluate the
in- and out-of-plane deformations from the dispersion of
subunit position in space (i.e., the fraction of total in plane
subunits). The external load was applied without torque
(i.e., no imposed twisting) toward the filament center. Under
these conditions, out-of-plane buckling occurs only when
twist-bend coupling exists; in the absence of twist-bend
coupling, bending is confined to a plane (Fig. S2).
Single-stranded nonhelical filaments buckle in plane
(Fig. 2 A). Single-stranded helical filaments buckle slightly
out of plane, indicating that twist-bend coupling exists
and that it arises from the helical organization of subunits
since it is absent in nonhelical, single-stranded filaments
(Fig. 2 B). Both aligned and staggered double-stranded fila-
ments display more prominent twist-bend coupling than
single-stranded helical filaments (Fig. 2, C and D).
These data reveal that three geometric factors govern the
emergence of twist-bend coupling in linear polymers: 1),
FIGURE 2 Equilibrium configurations of resting and strained filaments.
Filaments of differing microscopic organization were loaded without
twisting along the long filament axis. At equilibrium, configurations result
from the balance between load-induced bending, responsible for large
in-plane loops, and intrinsic twist-bend coupling arising from the micro-
scopic subunit organization, responsible for out-of plane buckling. (A)
Top and side views: single-stranded, nonhelical filaments do not present
intrinsic twist-bend coupling. (B) Top and side views: helical filaments
show minute out-of-plane buckling, indicating that the helicity present in
the resting configuration is sufficient to drive the loop out of the bending
plane. The equilibrium configuration for double-stranded with aligned
(C) or staggered (D) subunits filaments presents a marked deviation from
planar buckling alone, showing the presence of a strong coupling at the
microscopic subunit arrangement level.
Twist-Bend Coupling of Actin Filaments 1855helicity; 2), a multistranded configuration; and 3), the rela-
tive alignment of subunits in the strands, with coupling in
the staggered double-stranded alignment being the strongest
of the configurations we considered in this study. Actin fila-
ments possess all of these structural features and must there-
fore possess twist-bend coupling.Elastic free energies of filaments
In the Supporting Material we provide derivations for
the total free elastic energy stored in configurations of the
various filament architectures evaluated in this study. The
general expression for elastic free energy is:2FElastic
kBT
¼ kT$Q$k (5)where k is a strain vector associated with local deformation,
and the coefficients of matrix Q explicitly account for the
different filament geometries and directly provide the fila-
ment mechanical parameters of interest, namely, the fila-
ment bending and torsional and twist-bend coupling
persistence lengths. The bond stiffness and interface area
dependence of the filament persistence length, torsional
constant, and twist-bend coupling constant for the four fila-
ment types investigated in this study were computed using
Eq. 5 (Fig. 3).
The elastic free-energy function derived in this work
(Eq. 5 and Supporting Material) is formally equivalent to
the Kirchhoff equation used in continuummodel approaches
(19). The advantage of this expression over the more
familiar Kirchhoff equation is that all parameters are
derived from the microscopic filament structure, and there-
fore explicitly account for the subunit dimensions, filament
geometry (e.g.. helicity, number of strands, and staggered
versus aligned double strands), the number and type (e.g..
lateral, diagonal, and longitudinal) of subunit interface
bonds, and the intersubunit bond dispersion area.Dependence of subunit interface areas
and bond stiffness on filament mechanics
The filament mechanical properties (bending, twisting, and
coupling; we assume that filaments are essentially inexten-
sible—a reasonable approximation given the ~2.3 GPa
longitudinal elastic modulus (24,25) obtained from muscle
fiber stiffness measurements and the <1% extensibility
observed in contracting muscle (26–28)) depend on the
bond stiffness and interface area (Fig. 3; note that the scales
vary), but the extent to which they contribute is a function of
the geometry, specifically the number of strands comprising
the filament. Single-stranded filaments, helical and nonhel-
ical, readily bend and twist unless the interface areas and/or
bond stiffness are large (Fig. 3 A). Single-stranded helical
filaments are marginally harder to bend and twist than
single-stranded, nonhelical filaments due to their cylindrical
width and the existence (albeit weak) of twist-bend
coupling, respectively.
The bending, twisting, and coupling of aligned and stag-
gered double-stranded filaments depend on the subunit
interface area and intersubunit bond stiffness (Fig. 3, C
and D). Double-stranded filaments have considerably larger
bending persistence lengths than filaments of single-
stranded geometries (Fig. 3, A and B), as predicted from
contributions to the geometric moment and radial mass
distribution. The twisting and coupling persistence lengths
of double-stranded filaments are also larger by many orders
of magnitude. The major determinant of twist-bend cou-
pling in filaments is the double-stranded structureBiophysical Journal 99(6) 1852–1860
FIGURE 3 Bending, twisting, and coupling persistence length landscapes. (A–D) Dependence of the bending, twisting, and coupling persistence lengths of
single-stranded nonhelical (A), single-stranded helical (B), aligned double-stranded helical (C), and staggered double-stranded helical (D) filaments on the
intersubunit bond stiffness and average subunit interface area. Note that the scales differ among panels and that both helicity and double-stranded structures
contribute to the emergence of twist-bend coupling. The star and dot in panel D correspond to the average bond stiffness and interface areas of ATP-actin
(14.6 nm2, 165 kBT.nm
2) and ADP-actin (14.6 nm2, 55 kBT.nm
2) filaments, respectively. The ATP- and ADP-actin filament bond stiffnesses range from
50 to 150 kcal mol1 nm2 and 20 to 50 kcal mol1 nm2, respectively (21). Normalization of the elastic free energy by kBT yields a corresponding range of
80–250 kBT nm
2 for ATP-actin and 30–80 kBT.nm
2 for ADP-actin filaments.
1856 De La Cruz et al.(geometry), although the integrity (bond stiffness) of the
subunit contacts also contributes.Mechanical properties of actin filaments
Knowledge of the actin filament bond stiffness and inter-
face areas permits evaluation of the mesoscopic (double-
stranded, staggered) filament model and theory presented
in this work, as well as the development of novel predictionsBiophysical Journal 99(6) 1852–1860regarding actin filament mechanical properties. The inter-
face contacts adjoining adjacent subunits in an actin fila-
ment behave as harmonic bonds with an effective stiffness
that depends on the actin-bound nucleotide, displaying
a range of 50–150 kcal mol1 nm2 for ATP-actin and
20–50 kcal mol1 nm2 for ADP-actin (21). The subunit
interface areas estimated from the atomic actin filament
model are ~20 nm2 for longitudinal and ~10 nm2 for lateral
(i.e., diagonal) interactions, respectively (22,29), yielding
FIGURE 4 Contributions of bending, twisting,
and coupling to the total elastic free energy.
(A and B) Geometric coordinates associated with
orientation of an individual filament subunit (see
also Fig. S5) used to quantitate the elastic free-
energy terms originating from bending, twisting,
and coupling. The vector of strain rotation, k, is
determined by angles q and f, respectively. The
angle between k and the vertical axis is denoted
by q; the angle between the direction Ox and the
projection of k on the Oxy plane is f. Note that
a twist along the long subunit axis, parallel to the
filament long axis, corresponds to a vector k
aligned with the vertical axis (i.e., q ¼ 0 or 180);
conversely, when q ¼ 90, the rotation imposed to
the subunit corresponds to bending. The angle f
controls the degree of coupling between bending
and twisting strains. The rotation imposed to the
subunit corresponds to an angle of 1 rad about
the axis along the unit vector k. (C–F) The depen-
dence of total (C), bending (D), twisting (E), and
coupling (F) elastic free energies on the angular
strain rotation. (G and H) The fractional contribu-
tions from bending and coupling.
Twist-Bend Coupling of Actin Filaments 1857a total interface area of ~60 nm2 per subunit and an average
of ~15 nm2 per interface because each actin filament subunit
contacts four neighboring subunits (Fig. 3 D).
The bending persistence lengths of ATP- and ADP-actin
filaments predicted for double-stranded, staggered filaments
agree with experimental values within a factor of ~%2 (4,5)
(Table 1). The predicted torsional persistence length of ADP-
actin filaments also agrees well with the experimentally
determined value (Table 1). This small discrepancymay arise
from uncertainties in the estimated bond stiffness (we use the
average in our calculations) and/or subunit interface areas,
our use of the average (lateral and longitudinal) interface
area, and/or the existence of some subunit compliance (22).
Although actin filaments in solution are dynamic and
adopt multiple structural states (30), the close agreementbetween the model predictions and the experimentally
observed parameters indicates that the (double-stranded,
staggered) geometric model reliably captures not only
the predominant structural features of actin filaments but
also their bending and twisting mechanics. Therefore,
our approach permits prediction of twist-bend coupling
in actin filaments, which we estimate to be 0.4 mm for
ATP-actin and 0.15 mm for ADP-actin filaments (Fig. 3 D,
Table 1). The nucleotide dependence of the coupling
constant arises from the different greater subunit interface
bond stiffness of ATP-actin. We note that the flexural
rigidity of actin filaments calculated from the persistence
length includes twist-bend coupling contributions and
therefore underestimates the true intrinsic filament flexural
rigidity.Biophysical Journal 99(6) 1852–1860
TABLE 1 Summary of actin filament mechanical properties
Nucleotide LB (predicted) LB (measured) LT (predicted) LT (measured)
y LTB (predicted)
MgATP 12.4 mm 13 mm* 1.4 mm — 0.4 mm
MgADP 4.2 mm 9.1 (50.3) mmz 0.45 mm 0.5 (50.2) mm 0.15 mm
*The value of the MgATP actin filament bending persistence length (LP) is estimated from that of BeFx actin filaments (4).
yThe values of the filament torsional persistence length (LT) are calculated from the torsional rigidity (C ¼ 2.351.0 1027 N m2 rad1 (10);) using LT ¼
C/(kBT) with kBT ¼ 4.1  1021 J.
zThe MgADP actin filament bending persistence length (LP) value represents an average of previously reported values (4,5,18).
1858 De La Cruz et al.Distribution of bending, twisting, and coupling
elastic free energies under deformation
The fractional contributions of bending, twisting, and
coupling to the total filament elastic free energy depend
on the type (bend and/or twist) of deformation. The normal-
ized total elastic free-energy density stored in a given fila-
ment configuration is a function of the external strain






ensures energy density positivity under all
strains and is fulfilled with the predicted filament persis-
tence lengths of all filament types evaluated (Table 1), indi-
cating the thermodynamic validity of the models and theory
presented in this study.
The total elastic free-energy fraction originating from
twist-bend coupling ðFTBÞ,
FTB ¼ j2LTBðk3  k30Þðk1 þ k2Þj
LBðk21 þ k22Þ þ LTðk3k30Þ2þ 2LTBðk3k30Þðk1 þ k2Þ
(6)
is independent of the strain vector amplitude (i.e., the extent
of imposed deformation). The fraction FTB can be computed
for different strain vector orientations in three-dimensional
space using a spherical angle representation (Fig. 4, A
and B). The total elastic free energy of a filament subunit
and the fractional bending and twisting contributions can
also be obtained (Fig. 4, C–F).
As predicted from the theory of elastic rods, the total
elastic free energy of an actin filament subunit (note that
this does not refer to the elastic energy of the entire filament,
but to that of an individual subunit) depends on the magni-
tude and type of deformation (Fig. 4 C). The existence of
twist-bend coupling introduces asymmetry (with respect to
bend and twist deformation) to the total free-energy land-
scape (Fig. 4 C) despite the perfectly symmetrical and
isotropic (i.e., they do not depend on the angle f) bending
and twisting energy landscapes (Fig. 4, D and E). Twist-
bend coupling contributes a substantial fraction of the total
filament elastic free energy—up to ~60%—under small
deformations (Fig. 4 H), such as those experienced by ther-
mally fluctuating actin filaments (3–6,10). This elastic
behavior of actin filaments differs from that of DNA. In
the case of DNA, twist-bend coupling is relatively insignif-
icant in most situations (31), particularly when the polymerBiophysical Journal 99(6) 1852–1860length exceeds that of a single helical turn (32–34), because
DNA stretches under tension (20). The relative contribution
from pure twisting is relatively small (%3% of total elastic
energy) at all deformations (Fig. 4 E) because filaments
twist more easily than they bend (LT < LP; Table 1).CONCLUSIONS
The models and theory developed in this study demonstrate
the existence of twist-bend coupling as an emergent prop-
erty of actin filaments. Twist-bend coupling can dramati-
cally influence the energetic and mechanical properties of
filaments, such that conformational (elastic) energy is either
stored or dissipated depending on the combination of
bending and twisting deformation. This behavior arises
because of the helical and double-stranded organization of
actin filament subunits, which allows for interconversion
of bending and twisting elastic energies.
Twist-bend coupling is an intrinsic property of helical
multistranded helical polymers with stable interstrand inter-
actions. Coupling between bending and twisting likely
reflects a general functional adaptation of multistranded
polymers, in similarity to a critical concentration and rate-
limiting nucleation of assembly, terminal subunit addition
and dissociation, and long length distribution (25). The
emergence of twist-bend coupling introduces important
physicochemical properties that can modulate energy trans-
duction and work production, which may reflect a general
evolutionary adaptation for driving cell global organization.
The reciprocal conversion of bending and twisting ener-
gies enables actin filaments and filament assemblies (i.e.,
bundles and networks) to respond adaptively to external
stresses by allowing elastic energies associated with
external bending or twisting loads to dissipate through
random fluctuations if the filaments are free to translate or
rotate, thereby modulating mechanical properties and pre-
venting large-scale deformation or possible failure. Alterna-
tively, elastic energy can be stored and subsequently
released in the form of work production when actin filament
motions are restricted, as occurs in assemblies or near
surfaces (e.g., cell membranes and organelles). Such dissi-
pation of stored elastic free energy can drive motility (35).
The existence of twist-bend coupling in actin filaments
could therefore have important implications for cell
physiology and function. Coupling likely contributes to
actin-based cell motility and mechanics because it is most
Twist-Bend Coupling of Actin Filaments 1859prominent at small filament deformations such as those
associated with subunit incorporation (i.e., filament growth)
at the leading edge of migrating cells (35), interaction with
regulatory proteins (36–38), displacement of filament
bundles (39), and interaction with contractile motor proteins
(40). Modulation of filament bending (5) and twisting (10)
dynamics by regulatory proteins could contribute to stress
accumulation, which increases the probability of failure
(i.e., filament severing (5,36,37)).
Twist-bend coupling may also play a role in higher-order
assemblies, such as filament bundles and networks, in which
filament motions are restricted. The contributions from
twist-bend coupling to the elastic properties of such assem-
blies have yet to be evaluated. However, given that coupling
can dominate contributions to the filament elastic energy, it
may be critical for driving the assembly dynamics of lamel-
lipodia, filopodia, and other higher-order actin filament
structures.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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